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To form complex sentences, Bezhta (Nakh-Dagestanian) makes extensive use of converbs.
There are several temporal and non-temporal converbs (e.g. conditional, purposive,
causative), which may be combined together with a finite clause to form a sentence. Four
specialized converbs (ending in: -nas, cala , - ol, -cal) and a locative participle (-ya ) can
express the three relative-temporal meanings of simultaneity, anteriority and posteriority. In
addition there is a narrative converb (-na), whose function is to coordinate two or more
simultaneous or sequential events.

In my talk I will describe the form and function of the various converbs and participles.
I will argue that their respective meanings are not clearly differentiated one from another but
rather form a kind of continuum, also linked to non-temporal meanings such as causality:

                  -nas  -na                -cala   //  -ya               - ol        -cal
            Anteriority      Simultaneity               Posteriority

In the second half of my talk I will describe co-reference and control properties of the
converbal construction, arguing that there are no restrictions (i.e. various arguments may or
may not co-refer).

Special attention will be given to the discussion of the narrative converb. It is the only
converb that can have more than one occurrence in a single sentence and is thus similar to
medial verbs. It also differs from the others by marking not only the subordinated verb but
often also one of the arguments or modifiers in the converbal clause.

Examples (Converbal clauses are given in square brackets)

(1) Anteriority -nas:
ä -a- aš   isak-nas      ac ona     be na       i       y=e e–yo

 [village-OBL-SRABL      go.out-ANT]     ten    eight            year IV=go-PST
  ‘Since I left the village, 18 years passed.’

(2)  Simultaneity -cala :

 xisa- a               mok o-la- a ä -cala       holco-l            yak a
 [tomorrow-SRESS     bed-OBL–INABL    get.up-SIM]            he.OBL-DAT      by.heart
 y=o o-s     yak o  ic -iyo et o   ma o

IV=come-PRS  heart renew-PTCP.PST  good dream
  ‘While he is rising from the bed in the morning, he remembers a good dream that
  renewed his heart.’

(3) Posteriority: -cal
     ho co      t ek        y=o o-cal       qoo-yo
 he.OBL     book[IV]      [IV=end-CULM]     read-PST
  ‘He has read the book until it ended.’
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(4) Narration: -na
žamilati-l          y=uq i-na      ezinayaq-na           y=e e-na     aqo-na
Zhamilat.OBL-DAT  [II=grow-PFT   attain.full.age-CVB    II=go-CVB     wife-CVB]

 aq-ca             ana owa     q ona kid    ho s öžö
 become-PRS three child        two     girl  one     boy
  ‘Zhamilat grows up, attains full age, marries and gets three children, two girls and a
  boy.’

Abbreviations: I, II, III, IV = noun classes, ANT = anterior converb, CULM = culmination,
CVB = converb, DAT = dative case, INABL = inablative, OBL = oblique, PFT = perfect, PRS =
present, PST = past, PTCP = participle, SIM = simultaneous converb, SRABL = superablative,
SRESS = superessive.
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